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    Seaside Tile Ceramic Collection
   Designed by Sue Firestone

Sun, surf and sand inspire the new Seaside Collection of decorative wall tile by 
renowned interior designer Sue Firestone exclusively for Country Floors. The 
irresistible tidal pull of California style, for which Ms. Firestone’s interiors firm is 
renowned, imbues these decorative ceramic tiles. Channeling a mix of sizzling 60s 
mod style and summer-of-love boho inspirations, the award-winning designer has 
translated her love of coastal living into designs with a fresh and distinctive 21st 
century vibe. Colors encompass a mix of sand, sea, sky and coral-tinged sunsets. 

Organic in spirit and beachy in the best way, this thoughtfully edited capsule 
collection centers on familiar themes in a new way. The conceptual ovals of Surf ’s 
Up are an homage to both the surf life and the spirit of mid-century patterning. 
What starts out as a whimsical double entendre of quotidian fishing supply and 
glam fashion statement in Fishnet Galore becomes a sophisticated abstract all-over 
pattern on a wall. Nautilus Cluster borrows the ageless spiral from the storied 
creature and uses it to great effect, while the overlapping channeled fan shapes in 
Layered Coral conjure a reef of dreams. 

Suitable for vertical applications in residential and commercial projects, The 
Seaside Collection marks the second in an exclusive new series of Country Floors 
tiles in collaboration with top thought leaders in design.

Usage
Bathroom Walls

Commercial Interior Floor

Commercial Interior Walls

Residential Countertops

Residential Interior Floors

Residential Interior Walls

Shower Floors

Shower Walls
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Slate Grey Layered Coral Glossy Ceramic



Wall Tiles
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Seaside Tile Ceramic Collection
Designed by Sue Firestone 

TL80434
soft sea blue fishnet galore glossy
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80437
sea foam layered coral glossy 
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80435
neutral weave fishnet galore glossy 
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80438
ocean weave nautilus cluster glossy
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80436
slate grey layered coral glossy
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80439 
neutral swirl nautilus cluster glossy
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80440
coral mist surfs up glossy 
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80441 
foggy days surfs up glossy
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock

TL80442 
gigdet boards surfs up glossy 
6”x6”x3/8” 
in stock
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Ocean Weave Nautilus Cluster Glossy  Ceramic
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TL80452
seaside field tile 
6”x6”x3/8” glossy tile 
in stock

V1 = UNIFORM APPEARANCE: 
Differences among pieces from the 
same production run are minimal.

ML80018 
royal white glossy base trim
4 3/16”x6”x3/4” 
in stock

ML80026 
royal white glossy ogee trim
2”x6”x3/4” 
in stock

ML80034
royal white glossy finish trim
1”x6”x3/4” 
in stock

Moldings (compatible moldings from status royal white)

Wall Tile
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